It is pointed out that the reproduction fork dynamics, which nature uses to copy DNA, generalizes to a universal copy constructor for systems of arbitrary structure and topology. It is an example of a \universal dynamics" which de nes a time development for arbitrary systems without additional structural assumption (beyond certain axiomatic properties of systems.) Allowing for updated copies of the agents and relations of the system, the reproduction fork dynamics can be used in iterative updating algorithms. They can be applied to very general optimization problems. The procedure is stricly local, therefore suitable for MIMD parallel computers; it avoids the need for global synchronization. Generalization to a multiscale method is brie y discussed. It is designed to eliminate critical slowing down in badly conditioned problems.
Introduction
A uni ed approach to fundamental physics and complex adaptive systems was recently proposed by the author under the name of a \gauge theory of things alive" ?]. It has a system theoretic character. It addresses the analysis and emergence of structure. Its chief ingredients are a suitable de nition of a system, a resulting notion of gauge invariance, the concept of a universal dynamics which is de ned for any system, and examples of such dynamics.
Here I discuss how this scheme can be applied to solve problems in parallel computing.
Complex adaptive systems are all that are alive in the widest sense. This includes selforganizing physical systems, biological systems, sociological or economic systems, neural nets, languages, and other spiritual edi ces such as Minsky's society of mind ?], etc. When looked at from the point of view of this universal approach, problems in the theory of complex system look very similar to problems encountered in quantum eld theory and in particular in Quantum Chromodynamics on the lattice, and much can therefore be learned from the experience which one has in this eld.
2 Structure, and its description: Systems According to its classical de nition, a system consists of agents and relations between them.
We will refer to the agents as objects, typically denoted by X; Y; :::, and we will require certain The structure of a brick wall determines a category axiomatic properties of the relations. They will be binary relations. They are directed from one object X to another object Y . We will call them arrows, typically denoted f; g; ::: or b. We write f : X 7 ! Y to indicate source X and aim Y of an arrow. We say that f is incident on X and Y . Some of the relations will be singled out as fundamental relations, also called bonds. The other relations will be composed from these bonds. In addition we will postulate that there is to each bond b a bond b in the opposite direction.
Let us look at an example to see how structure can be described in this language. Example: brick wall ( gure 1). Its objects are the bricks and the fundamental arrows specify the translation of a brick to the position of a nearest neighbour. These arrows specify the structure of the wall. They can be composed to yield translations to other bricks' positions. To every translation there is also a translation in the opposite direction.
We formalize these properties to a
De nition 1 (System) .
1. The agents and relations are objects and arrows of a category. The basic postulates of mathematical category theory are i. The identity arrow X : X 7 ! X exists for every object X ,
ii. Arrows can be composed, f : X 7 ! Y; g : Y 7 ! Z de nes g f : X 7 ! Z:
Composition is associative; Y f = f = f X :
2. Among the arrows, a nite number is singled out. They are called fundamental arrows or bonds. All the arrows of the category can be obtained by composition of bonds. The identities X : X 7 ! X count as bonds.
3. To every arrow f : X 7 ! Y an adjoint arrow f : Y 7 ! X in the opposite direction is de ned. It obeys (g f) = f g ; X = X ; f = f: (1) De nition 2 (*-completeness) A system S is called *-complete if every bond b has an adjoint b . We will need one more de nition later on. An arrow f : X 7 ! Y is invertible if an arrow f ?1 : Y 7 ! X exists such that f f ?1 = Y ; f ?1 f = X :
Composability of relations is our central postulate. This postulate leads to gauge theory and a notion of gauge transformations as we shall see.
Examples: friend of a friend, husband of a sister = brother-in-law. This postulate might seem restrictive. But it is actually a tautology because one could declare sequences b 1 ; :::; b n of bonds b i : X i?1 7 ! X i to be arrows from X 0 to X n . Composability of arrows follows then from composability of sequences. The practical use of the composition law derives from the fact that di erent sequences may de ne the same arrow, and this is often the case in applications. The extreme case is an unfrustrated system which possesses at most one arrow between any two objects X and Y .
We emphasize that the axiom 2 provides for extra structure which cannot be read o the category. This axiom is a way to have a general notion of locality. The general idea is that some relations are considered as fundamental ones in some sense, and the others are their consequences. In physics, the fundamental relations are relations between quantities at space time points within one in nitesimal neighbourhood. It was a revolutionary discovery in physics in the last century that all fundamental physical laws are local in the sense that they postulate relations of this form. This is called the \Nahewirkungsprinzip". Maxwells equations can serve as an example.
The notion of emergence in complex systems can be de ned to mean that nonlocal phenomena arise as a consequence of local relations. Propagation of electromagnetic waves can serve as a prototypical example.
Composite objects: The objects of a system may themselves be systems. In this way we may describe structure in a hierarchical way. Out of brick walls, one may build towers, etc. This is why the description is appropriate for complex adaptive systems, and for problems which can only be solved by a multiscale analysis. We come back to this in sections 2.3 and 6.
Functors
The notion of a (covariant) functor is important in mathematical category theory. It generalizes to systems in a natural way.
Functors F : S 7 ! S 0 are maps of systems which preserve identity, composition law, and adjoint, and which take bonds into bonds. We call S 0 a representation of S if F is onto. Systems which can be mapped into each other by an invertible functor are called isomorphic.
Gauge transformations, Basic observables
Lattice Gauge Theory ?] furnishes the example of a system which is of chief interest at this meeting. In this example the objects are indexed by sites x of a lattice. They specify matter elds (x) 2 x , where x are vector spaces of some dimension n. What observations can be made about a general system, without making reference to any a priori structure other than what is provided for by the axiomatic properties of a system? We may ask whether a loop l : X 7 ! X is equal to the identity X or not. De ne
These are the basic observables. They are gauge invariant : Tr(g l g ?1 ) for any invertible loop g : X 7 ! X.
Imagine going to a description on coarser scales. By this I mean a description by a system whose objects are composite, i.e. are subsystems of the original system. At this level, an observer may not be able to distinguish between loops in an ensemble of loops of the original system. He could then at best say what proportion of them is equal to the identity. In this way we come to real valued observables on coarser scales. They are the generalization of Wilson loops in lattice gauge theory ?].
C ++ implementation of systems
We mention brie y how one implements systems on a computer, using the C ++ programming language.
There for composition. In this way, the object which is the source of the bond is speci ed, as well as the adress of the adjoint bond, if there is one. In addition, Valence contains a member BareValence map which speci es the relation; it may be a real number (e.g. connection strength in neural nets ?]), a vector which speci es a translation, a matrix, or some other composable type of map, for instance.
In this paper we assume that copy constructors are given for Objects and for BareValences. They should respect the composition law. We will discuss below how to make a copy constructor for System. The de nition of the copy constructor for objects may be recursive if the objects are systems themselves. In this case the copy constructor for objects uses the copy constructor for System and the copy constructur for the component objects. 4 3 Universal Dynamics is local dynamics which is de ned for every system. A universal equation of motion should specify the time evolution for an arbitrary given initial system S t , i.e. it should determine maps S t 7 ! S t 0 for all times t 0 > t.
The basic idea is thus that an initial system should contain all information which is necessary to specify its time development in itself, without need for further extrinsic speci cation.
We are interested in local dynamics. In a local dynamics, the objects and bonds of S t 0 are identi es as descendants of objects and bonds of S t ; what becomes of an object X depends only on X and on the arrows incident on it, and what becomes of a bond b depends only on b, on the objects X; Y on which b is incident, and possibly on the other bonds which are incident on X or Y .
Universal dynamics should properly be de ned for abstract systems (=equivalence classes of isomorphic systems). This is possible, and it eliminates the need for a copy constructor for objects. This is so because an abstract system can be given by enumerating the arrows f 1 ; f 2 ; ::: and specifying a map which identi es f i f j as one of these f k when it is de ned. (In addition, the bonds must be singled out among the arrows f k , and their adjoints must be speci ed.). The objects can be reconstructed from the composition law, modulo isomorphism.
Since computers dont deal with abstract systems, it is assumed in this paper that copy constructors for objects are available.
We consider dynamics in discrete time.
There are basically two types of change in time,
1. growth,
motion.
In addition there is death, which is irreversible. In more detail, the changes are composed of the following local moves which are de ned for every (local *-) category 1. death of an object or arrow, 2. replication of an object or arrow, 3. fusion of indistinguishable arrows, or objects (inverse of 2), 4. restitution of a missing adjoint arrow in a *-category, 5. declaration as fundamental of a composite arrow.
Dynamics xes which moves take place next, given the present system (1st order dynamics) or the present system and the moves in the previous time interval (2nd order dynamics).
There are two types of replication of an object: 2a) with replication of arrows 2b) dividing arrows among duplicates. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section. move 5 is the prototype of motion, see gure 2. This is a version of move 2b combined with 4. It is rst order. The forks are made of arrows without adjoints. They designate the objects next to be split, see gure 3. The arrows are divided like this: ingoing to one copy, outgoing to the other, the other way round for arrows in forks.
There are di erent versions of the reproduction fork dynamics, with and without the dotted arrows in gure 3. In the following the dotted arrows will be omitted.
DNA
DNA is a double helix composed of two strands of opposite direction ?].
The strands are sequences of nucleotides. There are 4 kinds of nucleotides, A; C; G and T: They specify adjoints A = T; G = C, hence T = A; C = G.
We regard the nucleotides as bonds of a system. They are directed because they have two distinct binding sites to bind to the preceding and the following nucleotide in the strand. Their adjoints have been speci ed above. In the double helix, each nucleotide comes paired with its adjoint. The objects of the system are of secondary importance. They represent binding sites which indicate how the bonds are hooked together. The arrows of the category are sequences of bonds.
In this way we are lead to the model of DNA and of its replication as in gure 3. The dotted arrows are not material bonds. They indicate that one object is a copy of the other.
DNA replication in the living cell starts with the opening of initial reproduction forks at selected sites.
The forks are asymmetric. The forks travel in the manner indicated in gure 3. When they meet, they annihilate each other. For details, see text books ?].
Local steps
The copying procedure will now be described in more detail. We wish to copy a system S by a sequence of local steps. The dotted arrows in gure 3 can be put if desired. They will not be 6 mentioned below.
We assume without loss of generality that S is *-complete. If it is not we mark the bonds without adjoint (\destined to be unpaired"), adjoin the missing adjoints and mark them (\des-tined to death"). In the copy process, the bonds are copied with their marks. Therefore the unwanted extra bonds can be removed again in the end.
We assume also that S is connected, i.e. there exist paths between arbitrary pairs of points. If this is not the case, the connected components of S must be copied separately.
Starting from a *-complete system, not *-complete systems will be encountered during the copy process. The algorithm is such that bonds with and without adjoints are treated di erently. The end result will be a *-complete system again.
We de ne local operations on systems s X : S 7 ! S 0 (4) s X a ects only the object X and the bonds incident on it. It will duplicate the object X and distribute the bonds incident on X among the two copies. In addition, it will give adjoints to the bonds without adjoints in S which are incident at X. Except in the rst step, s X will be applied at distinguished objects X called forks. Loops without adjoints will not arise in the course of the copying process.
De nition 3 (Fork) An object X is called a fork if there is at least one pair (p in ; p out ) of unidirectional bonds to and from X. Now we describe the action of s X . S 0 = s X S will have objects and bonds as follows:
The objects are the objects of S except X, plus two copies X 0 and X 1 of X. given an adjoint p 0 in : Z 7 ! X 1 . 4. For each loop l : X 7 ! X there is a loop l 0 : X 0 7 ! X 0 and a loop l 0 : X 1 7 ! X 1 .
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The step is illustrated in gure 3. The composition law of arrows in the new system can be succinctly stated by saying that the bonds f 0 are copies of bonds f, the bonds f 0 are copies of f , and the composition law is preserved under copying.
Copying procedure
The copying procedure consists of a sequence of steps S t 7 ! S t+1 .
To start the copying, one selects in an arbitrary fashion an objectX in S 0 = S. The result of the whole copying procedure will not depend on the choice ofX. One sets S 1 = sXS 0 ; Theorem 5 For su ciently large t, S t consists of two disconnected copies of S.
In the language of abstract systems, S t consists of two disconnected components which are both isomporphic to S.
Copy constructor for class System
It is easily seen that a naive copy constructor for the class System would not work. The problem is with the copying of the Valence's member Radical * source. One could either copy the address, or copy the radical. In either case one gets a wrong result. In the rst case, the sources of the bonds in the new system are in the old system. In the second case, each object of the old system may get copied several times, and the copies are not properly identi ed. It gets copied once as object X of some radical, and in addition once more every time it appears as the source of a bond.
The reproduction fork dynamics is the oldest solution of this problem. It was invented by nature some 3 billion years ago. It is used in DNA replication for copying linear chains. But it works for any system and is strictly local. It needs no global information on the topology of the system and no global synchronization.
Local interference of copying processes is avoided by temporarily sterilizing the bonds incident on an object X while the object is copied, so that the other objects incident on the same bonds cannot be split at the same time. Similarly, when a bond b is supplied with its adjoint, no simultaneous copying of objects on which b is incident should be permitted. 
Why it works
At any stage during the copying process, there will be a system S t with special properties which will now be described.
A system A will be called a full subsystem of S 0 if its objects are objects of S 0 , and its bonds are all those bonds of S 0 that connect objects in A. The empty system is counted as a full subsystem.
At any t, two full subsystems A t and B t of S 0 will be speci ed. They have no objects or bonds in common, and their objects together are all the objects of S 0 . Empty A t or empty B t is possible.
We denote by @A t the set of all bonds from objects in A t to objects in B t , and by @B t the set of all bonds from objects in B t to objects in A t . All the bonds of S 0 are either in A t or in B t or in @A t or in @B t .
Since we assumed S 0 to be *-complete and connected, @A t and @B t are both nonempty unless either A t or B t is empty. Moreover, the bonds in @A t are the adjoints of the bonds in @B t , and vice versa.
S t looks as follows. It contains A t as a full subsystem. A t contains all those objects and those bonds of S 0 which have not yet been a ected by any local move. In addition, S t contains two copies B The steps s X ; s Y make two copies of X and two copies of Y , no matter in what order they are performed. They a ect only bonds which are incident on X or on Y or on both. Clearly the order will not matter if there are no bonds between X and Y , because in this case s X and s Y act on a disjoint set of bonds.
Assume now that there is (at least) one bidirectional bond between X and Y . We are chie y interested in the situation where X and Y are forks, so that there are some unidirectional bonds incident on them as well. Figure 4 illustrates the situation, and the course of event if s X and s Y are applied in either order. One sees that the result is the same.
Error correction, Down's syndrome
It is amusing to consider what happens if there occur errors due to computer failures which mimick local mutations.
Generally speaking, the copying process is very robust against errors. Suppose that the adjoint of some bond b from X to Y gets lost due to some \mutation". We may precisize (as part of specifying the universal dynamics) that missing adjoints are restituted in the next move wherever they arise. (In the course of a normal reproduction fork dynamics, they arise only in pairs called forks and they are restituted in the next move). This provides for a healing mechanism which is well known in cell biology ?].
There is one situation, though, where the loss of an adjoint at the wrong moment leads to disaster. Suppose that the adjoint of a bond b : X 7 ! Y in A t is lost which connects two forks. This will lead to a third copy of at least part of S 0 , i.e. a kind of Down's syndrome. 
The rst sum runs over all objects of S, and the second over all bonds, not counting adjoints separately. We assume that H X depends only on X and on the links incident on it, and H b depends only on the bond b and the objects on which it is incident, and possibly on bonds which are incident on source or aim of b.
We will only be concerned with the iterative determination of local minima. The problem of nding global minima is not addressed.
We propose to use a modi ed version of the reproduction fork dynamics to do the local updating. The di erences to the plain reproduction fork dynamics will be as follows. Instead of making faithful copies of objects, updated copies X 0 will be made. Instead of restituting a missing adjoint of a bond, the bond from X 0 will be updated and the adjoint will be restituted afterwards. The old version of objects and bonds can be discarded if desired as soon as they are no longer needed. This will be the case of all bonds in B 1 t and of those objects in B 1 t on which no unidirectional bonds b 2 @A t are incident.
In general several copying sweeps will be needed to achieve convergence.
The updating of the object X is done such that the relevant part of H which depends on X is minimized, holding the other objects and all bonds xed. This relevant part consists of H X and of H b for all bonds b which are incident on X. Bonds are treated in the analogous fashion.
There is no need for global synchronization in this approach. To avoid local interference, the updating of a bond should prevent the simultaneous updating of an object on which it is incident, and vice versa.
Multiscale analysis
Here we will brie y address a central issue in the theory of complex systems, how to make composite objects. Suppose that we want to solve an optimization problem. For de niteness consider a problem where the spaces X are linear spaces, bonds b are linear maps X 7 ! Y which are xed, the objects specify elements X 2 O X which are to be determined, and the cost functional H is local and quadratic in X .
In other words, we are solving a system of linear equations. The Dirac equation which is so important in simulations of lattice gauge theories with fermions, is of this type.
One starts with a system S (0) which is determined by the bonds b and initial guesses for X . Then one constructs a larger system S out of a sequence of auxiliary systems S (j) which contain composite objects, and one adds relations between them to obtain an e ective description on coarser scales. The details of how the composite objects are composed of objects in S (0) are buildt into bonds a j : X 7 ! Z, Z 2 S (0) ; X 2 S (j) . These bonds are linear maps X 7 ! Z . In agreement with multigrid terminology we call them interpolation maps. 11
Once the interpolation maps are known, they can be used for nonlocal updating steps which represent an adaptation of a whole composite object X in S (j) . A change X 2 X will determine an updating Z = a (j) X of all objects in S (0) which are related to X by bonds -i.e. which make part of the composite object X.
The construction of the total system S consists of several steps 1. Starting with j = 0, selected sites of S (j) are replicated to form the objects of S
. The dotted arrows in gure 3 will provide links between S
and S (j) . Certain composite links between S (j) and objects in S (0) are declared fundamental. This xes the initial ranges of the interpolation maps.
2. The cost functional is extended in a suitable way to S. It includes terms which depend on the bonds which serve as interpolation maps. 
